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SFUSD Math Teaching Toolkit
Objectives:

Learn about the SFUSD Math Teaching Toolkit and its 
3 Signature Strategies;

Experience each of the 3 Strategies and discuss their 
rationale;

Learn where to access the SFUSD MTT on our web page



WHere did this all start?

The Common Core Standards for 
Mathematics are coming. But there 
are no textbook programs that align.
So, SFUSD Math Department, go out 
and create the curriculum.



WHere did this all start?

“Ok …. Now what do we do?”

“What do we want the SFUSD Core 
Math Curriculum to actually look like?”

“How do we want teachers to use it?”



SFUSD Mathematics Core Curriculum

● Pre-kindergarten through high school Algebra 2
● Between 8 and 12 units of study per grade/course
● Units last between 10 and 25 days
● All units are SFUSD teacher created/curated
● Cycle of creating then piloting then revising



SFUSD Mathematics Core Curriculum

Tasks support productive struggle.
Tasks...
● are relevant and engaging.
● have multiple entry points that allow for initial success.
● have high cognitive demand.
● allow for divergent ways of thinking.
● are not scaffolded in ways that reduce cognitive demand.
● are not timed; students should not be rushed.



SFUSD Mathematics Core Curriculum

Tasks build conceptual understanding.
Tasks...
● allow students to make connections to prior learning.
● allow students to answer with multiple representations.
● embed multiple Standards for Mathematical Practice.
● can provide a preview into the next level of learning.



SFUSD Mathematics Core Curriculum

Tasks allow students to show what they are able to do.
Tasks...
● cover multiple standards that are central to the unit.
● contain a balance of skills, concepts, and problem 

solving.
● generate student work that a teacher can analyze to 

measure understanding and to inform instruction in the 
next lesson series.



SFUSD Mathematics Core Curriculum

When implementing the Common Core 
State Standards for Mathematics, it is 
relatively easy to shift the content, but 
quite a bit more challenging to shift 
classroom practices.



We knew that...
We want to promote student 
discourse in math class.

We want students to make 
sense of mathematics.

We believe that students learn 
best from collaboration with peers 
in heterogeneous classrooms.

For many SFUSD classrooms, this would 
be a major shift in how mathematics has 
commonly been taught.



3 Signature Strategies
Math Talks

Three Read Protocol

Participation Quiz/Groupwork Feedback



Math Talks Math Talks

What are Math Talks?

Math Talks are teacher-led, student-centered discussion 
about how to solve a math problem. They last about 10-15 
minutes.

Why are they a SFUSD Signature Strategy?

Math Talks promote student discourse and support       
SMP #3 : Create viable arguments and critique the 
reasoning of others.

Math Talks are a way to re-engage with misconceptions.



Math Talks Math Talks



3-Read Protocol Three Read Protocol

What is a Three Read Protocol?

A Three Read Protocol is a strategy that models a 
close read of a complex math word problem or task. 

Why is it a SFUSD Signature Strategy?

The Three Read Protocol supports language 
acquisition through linguistic analysis of math 
problems.

It opens up a task to multiple entry points and 
multiple solution pathways for all students. 



3-Read Protocol Three Read Protocol



3-Read Protocol Three Read Protocol



What was this story about?



Deca Trees

There once was a forest with special 
trees called Deca trees.

Deca trees had ten trunks.

On each trunk there were ten branches.

On each branch there were ten twigs.

And on each twig there were ten leaves.

One day a woodcutter was walking through the forest when he saw a 
Deca tree for the very first time.



What were the units and the quantities 
of this situation?



The Deca Tree

There once was a forest with special 
trees called Deca trees.

Deca trees had ten trunks.

On each trunk there were ten branches.

On each branch there were ten twigs.

And on each twig there were ten leaves.

One day a woodcutter came along and saw a Deca tree.
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The Deca Tree

There once was a forest with special 
trees called Deca trees.

Deca trees had ten trunks.

On each trunk there were ten branches.

On each branch there were ten twigs.

And on each twig there were ten leaves.

One day a woodcutter came along and saw a Deca tree.



What are some questions we could ask to make 
this a math problem?



3-Read Protocol

Before beginning the task, we’re going to pause for a 
minute…

● What were the “3 Reads”?

● How does each “Read” work to support all students?

Three Read Protocol



3-Read Protocol

First Read

● Understand the situation

● Build vocabulary

● Define words with multiple meanings

Three Read Protocol



3-Read Protocol

Second Read

● Find the numbers and attach them to units that make 
sense in the situation

● Define words that show indirect number relationships

Three Read Protocol



3-Read Protocol

Third Read

● Have students think about the situation mathematically

● Build student interest in solving the problem

Three Read Protocol



Participation Quiz/Groupwork Feedback Participation Quiz
Groupwork Feedback

What is a Participation Quiz/ Groupwork Feedback?

A Participation Quiz/Group Feedback helps establish or 
reinforce norms for group work. Publically taking notes 
on students’ interactions allows the teacher to 
communicate the behaviors they wish to encourage and 
value in a collaborative classroom culture.

Why is it a SFUSD Signature Strategy?

Students benefit from explicit feedback on how they 
work in groups and what the teacher is expecting from 
them. They learn from each other.



Participation Quiz/Groupwork Feedback Participation Quiz
Groupwork Feedback

Entry Points

You will help your group if you are good at:

Creating tables and using them to solve problems;

Drawing diagrams to understand a problem or solution;

Thinking about the power of the number 10 in our 
number system;

Listening to people’s ideas and synthesizing them;

Thinking of interesting questions to ask and answer.



Participation Quiz/Groupwork Feedback Participation Quiz
Groupwork Feedback

For this activity, I will be specifically noticing:

● How groups work together in a shared space;

● How groups ask questions about the problem;

● How individuals explain their thinking with 
“because” statements.

For this activity, I will be noticing:



Participation Quiz/Groupwork Feedback Participation Quiz
Groupwork Feedback

Debrief
● Did you notice feedback as it was posted?

● How did feedback make you feel?

● How did feedback affect your behavior?

● How can you use this strategy with your class?



Participation Quiz/Groupwork Feedback

Debrief sfusdmath.org

bradleyk1
@sfusd.edu

kenyong
@sfusd.edu



Thank you!
❖ Please give us your feedback:

https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/CMC-
NorthSpeakerEvaluations 
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